and also provides as a novelty the evidence that BCB reacts to foreign interest rates when setting its basic rate. BCB has reduced autonomy: basic interest rate (Selic) is endogenous not only to domestic conditions (inflation and output gaps), but also to foreign interest rate (measured by Libor). The evidence provided might support the argument that BCB policy is ruled by a pro-conservative convention substantiated in the adoption of a Taylor rule containing three distinctive features: 1) high degree of interest rate smoothness; 2) high pure domestic equilibrium interest rate; and 3) high interest rate differential. Items 2) and 3) largely explain the overvaluation of real, a key element of price stabilization. Results also contest the idea that Brazilian equilibrium interest rate has recently experienced a sharp fall. The reduction of Selic reflects to a great extent the recent abnormal decline of foreign interest rates.
purpose is to estimate BCB's reaction function in the period 2000-2010. We propose a modified version of Taylor rule that includes a proxy for the international interest rate. This modification represents an important innovation with respect to the reviewed literature. The results, as we shall see, provide new evidence on BCB's behavior and might support the argument that a so called proconservative convention justifies BCB monetary policy. It is worth to note that our approach is essentially empirical, rather than theoretical. This paper contains five sections in addition to this introduction. Sections 2 and 3 undertake a review of the literature on the Keynesian concept of convention and on Taylor rule, respectively. In section 4, we present our model, and estimate BCB's reaction function using our modified version of Taylor rule. Based on estimated results, an evaluation is made of BCB's conduct. In section 5, we argue that the empirical evidence might corroborate the pro-conservative convention thesis, and section 6 brings our conclusions.
-Convention: a brief review

-Keynes' contribution
The concept of convention plays an essential role in Keynes's theory given his understanding that in a capitalistic society 3 some relevant political, social and economic variables are uncertain.
According to Davidson (2002) , Keynes implicitly assumes that an entrepreneurial economy is characterized by a nonegordic stochastic process. 4 In it, "decision makers 'know' that they cannot reliably predict the future on the basis of any statistical analysis of past market data" (Davidson, 2002, p. 52) . Agents' behavior is based on expectations they form by "creating" the inexistent 3 According to Keynes (1936, p. 162) , "human decisions affecting the future whether personal or political or economic cannot depend on strict mathematical expectation, since the basis for making such calculations does not exist". Hicks (1977, p. vii) put it more literarily: " [agents] do not know what is going to happen and know that they do not know what is going to happen. As in history!". This is a nonergodic concept of uncertainty, although Hicks did not know this when he elaborated it. He revealed to Davidson (2002, p. 52 ) in a 1983 letter: "You have now rationalized my suspicious, and have shown me that I missed a chance of labeling my own point of view as nonergodic" (emphasis in the original). 4 "Keynes implicitly rejected the classical ergodic axiom… With the later development of the theory of ergodic stochastic process analysis, it is possible now to interpret Keynes's uncertainty concept in terms of this stochastic process" (Davidson 2002, p. 52) . See also Carvalho (1992, ch. 3 and 4) and Dequech (2003 Dequech ( , 2011 information they need to make their decisions. Particularly, current knowledge is insufficient to determine the mathematical expectation of the yield of an investment 5 . Convention is fundamental in this context: it is one of the devices deployed to circumvent such difficulties.
One can argue that Keynes himself did not formulate a proper definition of convention. Rather, he presented concepts of convention and examples of conventional behavior (Dequech, 2011; Davis, 1997 Davis, , 2005 . Nevertheless, some authors consider such formulations as "definitions" of convention.
Following Orléan (1986) , Dupuy (1989) argued that Keynes formulated two "definitions" of convention.
The first one appears in chapter 12 of The General Theory to explain how evaluation of existing "investments" is made in the stock exchange, as reflected in the price of shares:
[i]n practice we have tacitly agreed, as a rule, to fall back on what is, in truth, a convention. The essence of this convention -though it does not, of course, work out quite so simply -lies in assuming that the existing state of affairs will continue indefinitely, except in so far as we have specific reasons to expect a change. This does not mean that we really believe that the existing state of affairs will continue indefinitely (Keynes, 1936, p. 152 ; italics in the original). Keynes (ibid., p. 148) justified the above quoted "definition" of convention as a consequence of the weak confidence in forecasts of the future, because they are based on "facts about which our knowledge is vague and scanty" and "for this reason the facts of the existing situation enter, in a sense disproportionately, into the formation of our long-term expectations". Keynes later on added that, having to act without knowing what the future is likely to be, agents need to assume some hypothesis about the future, which is, in fact, a convention: "[w]e tend, therefore, to substitute for the knowledge that is unattainable certain conventions, the chief of which is to assume, contrary to all likelihood, that the future will resemble the past" (Keynes, 1973, p. 124) .
The propensity to follow the majority or average opinion is what Orléan (1986) 5 Keynes uses the term "investment" to designate not only the purchase (or own production) of capital assets, but also the purchase of financial assets, as of shares in the stock market (e.g., 1936, pp. 157-158) .
conventional judgment" (Keynes, 1937a, p. 214 ; emphasis in the original). This concept of convention or example of conventional behavior is firstly mentioned in The General Theory 6 to describe the logic of financial speculation, metaphorically illustrated by the beauty contest "in which the competitors have to pick out the six prettiest faces from a hundred photographs, the prize being awarded to the competitor whose choice most corresponds to the average preferences of the competitors as a whole" (1936, p. 156) . In such situations where common references are not provided to the agents, as prevails in the financial markets, Keynes (1937a, p. 214) prescribed that the only rational behavior is to follow the others: "[k]nowing that our own individual judgment is worthless, we endeavor to fall back on the judgment of the rest of the world which is perhaps better informed. That is, we endeavor to conform to the behavior of the majority or the average". In sum,
"imitation" (Dupuy, 1989) or "informational mimetism" (Orléan, 1986; 1999 ) is Keynes's second "definition" of convention. Dequech (2011, p. 482) , in his turn, suggests that Keynes formulated an "implicit concept" which, nevertheless, contained the essential features of a general concept of convention: social sharing, conformity with the conformity of others, and arbitrariness. The first one means that convention is an institution or "a socially shared pattern of thought (and possibly of behavior)" (Dequech, 2009, p. 73) . The second implies that people follow conventions because others also do (partially at least).
Arbitrariness denotes that a pattern which is not perceived as evidently inferior to the one being followed may replace it. Keynes (1936) argued that, in the case of a decision to buy capital goods, arbitrariness is mainly due to uncertainty, that is, to the precarious basis of knowledge for estimating its prospective yield. In the decision-making process of buying a share, conventional valuation "is established as an outcome of the mass psychology of a large number of ignorant individuals" (ibid., p. 154), which reinforces precariousness. Thus, " [it] is liable to change violently as a result of a 6 Davis (1997, p. 150) argued that "Keynes's post-General Theory writings do not add significantly to our understanding of Keynes's thinking on the subject [convention]".
sudden fluctuation of opinion due to factors which do not really make much difference to prospective yield; since there will be no strong roots of conviction to hold it steady" (ibid, p. 154).
In chapter 15 of The General Theory ("The Psychological and Business Incentives to Liquidity"),
Keynes focuses on the phenomenological aspects of the interest rate. He at first affirms that it is a psychological phenomenon, but eventually concludes that "[i]t might be more accurate, perhaps, to say that the rate of interest is a highly conventional, rather than a psychological, phenomenon" (ibid., p. 203). He reached that conclusion based on the following reasoning. A monetary policy that public opinion perceives as having an experimental nature or being easily subject to change may not achieve the target level of the interest rate. Instead, it "may prove easily successful if it appeals to public opinion as being reasonable and practicable and in the public interest, rooted in strong conviction, and promoted by an authority unlikely to be superseded" (ibid., p. 203). Summing up, the interest rate is mostly conventional "for its actual value is largely governed by the prevailing view as to what its value is expected to be" (ibid, p. 203).
Another relevant issue addressed in chapter 15 is whether conventions are short or long-lived. As mentioned before, Keynes's financial convention is precarious and liable to drastic changes. Keynes emphasized the link between convention being short-lived and it being built upon a precarious basis of knowledge. In a very relevant statement about monetary policy he warned that precariousness may benefit the monetary authority in its aim of reducing the long term interest rate in order to achieve full employment:
(…) precisely because the convention is not rooted in secure knowledge, it will not be always unduly resistant to a modest measure of persistence and consistency of purpose by the monetary authority. Public opinion can be fairly rapidly accustomed to a modest fall in the rate of interest and the conventional expectation of the future may be modified accordingly; thus preparing the way for a further movement (…) (ibid, p. 204).
According to him, the abandonment of the gold standard in Great Britain represents a very illustrative example of this expected result. As a matter of fact, major movements of the interest rate were then achieved by "a series of discontinuous jumps, as the liquidity function of the public, having become accustomed to each successive reduction, became ready to respond to some incentive in the news or in the policy of the authorities" (ibid, p. 204 General Theory "he would have at least attempted to say more about how confidence affects stability or instability of convention governing investment".
-The case of Brazil: the problem of high interest rates and the overvaluation of Real
The concept of convention may be useful to explain the long-lasting high level of Selic rate, as
proposed by Bresser and Nakano (2002), Nakano (2006) , Erber (2008a ), Chernavsky (2007 , Corrêa (2011) and Oreiro (2012). 7 Since 1995, Brazilian inflation has been under control (average of 7.5% p.y. from 1995 to 2010).
In 1999, the exchange rate anchor was abandoned and current account deficit was offset. After 2000, government managed to achieve primary surplus that nearly peaked 4% of GDP in 2005. Such positive results were expected to produce a substantial cut in the basic interest rate, but they did not.
The economic fundamentals seem not to be the reason why Selic remained (and still remains) so high. There must be other reasons to explain this awkward fact, and the concept of convention may help us find them. 7 For the debate on the so called "problem of the interest rate" in Brazil, see Modenesi and Modenesi (2012) .
Bresser-Pereira and Nakano (2002) originally sought inspiration in the concept of convention to explain Selic long-lasting excessive high level. They suggest that a convention has been established according to which "after a long period of a persistently high interest rate, it is natural that a fear of reducing it arises and grows to a point of becoming a convention. This is a perverse convention indeed, and needs to be overcome" (p. 169, our translation).
According to Nakano (2006) , in the period 2005-2006, inflation had been put under control, demand pressure was inexistent -unemployment was high, industrial production was falling and fiscal primary surplus was 4% of GDP. The international conjuncture was also highly favorable: the world economy was growing, international liquidity conditions were propitious, Brazil's sovereign risk was at its lowest historical level, and current account surplus reached US$ 13 billion. In sum, economic fundamentals and external conditions were exceptionally suitable for a sharper decrease in Selic. However, BCB did not take advantage of that conjuncture. As Nakano argued (ibid.), the ( It is implicit to Nakano's argument the idea that, having put inflation under control by imposing a high interest rate policy, economic agents, BCB among them, came to share a convention that lower interest rate levels (in line with the rates of low-inflationary economies) would jeopardize the economically and socially costly process of price stabilization initiated with the Real Plan in 1995. In effect, the memory of the undesirable consequences of chronic and extremely high inflation is believed to have arisen the socially shared feeling that lowering the interest rate would represent the threat of hard old times returning -and nobody wants to go through that ever again. So, given that uncertainty makes it foolish to believe that one can forecast the real consequences of faster cuts in interest rates, agents eventually came to agree (share the convention) that keeping the interest rate at a high level was the best course of action in the case of Brazilian economy.
Summing up in Keynesian terms, knowing their knowledge to be insufficient to form true expectations, agents establish the convention, "contrary to all likelihood, that the future will resemble the past" (Keynes, 1973, p. 124) . We agree with Correa (2010) 8 that this convention has the three main features of a general concept of convention as proposed by Dequech (2009 Dequech ( , 2011 : social sharing, since the understanding that Selic rate must remain high is clearly a socially shared pattern of thought; conformity with the conformity of others, which implies that agents agree to the high level of Selic, partially at least, because others also do; and arbitrariness, meaning that, given the lack of knowledge or the uncertainty as to the consequences of lowering Selic faster, agents prefer to take the slow course. As Nakano observed, "no country other than Brazil, in the history of mankind, has kept interest rates so high for such a long period" (Nakano, 2005, p . 10, our translation).
Nowadays, a growing number of economists recognize the arbitrariness of Brazilian high interest rate level, including some who were policy-makers when Selic was subject to a major overshooting during the Real Plan in the period 1995-98. A good example is Bacha (2010, p. 1; our translation), who wrote:
The interest rate in Brazil is 5.5% per year and, thus, is most probably a point out of the curve in the distribution of the world's real interest rates. Since 1999, the macroeconomic triad -primary surplus, floating exchange rate and inflation targeting -has allowed for cuts in the real interest rate. But the lowering has been insufficient to adjust it to the level practiced by most countries. Erber (2008a Erber ( , 2008b Erber ( , 2011 took an innovative approach when stated that Brazilian excessively tight monetary policy can only be understood from the perspective of political economy. The question is not merely macroeconomic, but the result of a coalition of interests revolving around the maintenance of interest rate level so high. In his own words:
(...) a coalition of interests was formed, structured by the public debt and the high interests earned on such debt. Such coalition operates under a tacit agreement that the Brazilian state has to pay high interests. In order words, there is a convention firmly grounded on powerful interests about the payment of interest rates.
(…) what count is the convention that interests are due. (Erber, 2008a, p. 34) According to Erber (2011) , the overvaluation of real is another pillar of the coalition of interests sustaining BCB conservatism: "[t]he exchange rate appreciation is the Siamese-sister of high interest rates". As Erber (2011, p. 16 ) pointed out, the long-lasting appreciation of Real has significantly benefited importers, consumers and enterprises; and the two sisters act in the benefit of "companies that are able to access external credit and all who want to send resources abroad, either for investment (especially commodity producers) as interest, profits and dividends". In his opinion, such a convention benefits not only the agents of the financial markets, the "rentiers" and financial institutions, providing them with high earnings derived from high interest rate payments, but also the BCB itself, which collects as a benefit the reputation of being able to achieve his targets. As he says:
A coalition of interests has been formed in support of the high interest and the overvalued currency, and has established a convention that those are key elements to the country's development... This coalition of interests has access to powerful tools to consolidate and disseminate its development convention. The most explicit of those instruments is controlled by the financial system, as demonstrated by the way it effectively handled Brazilian new government's expectations during the crises that took place in the year 2002. But there are other, more subtle instruments, such as political campaign financing, liaisons with Congressmen, engagement in "entrepreneurial-bureaucratic circles" (…) and the relations with media groups responsible for disseminating the convention of stability. The Central Bank is a key member of that coalition (…) but this does not mean that it has been "captured" by the financial system in the sense of a "public choice". Establishing the coalition as well as the convention that socially represents it requires that the Central Bank and private agents benefit from the same policy -in this case, the good reputation of achieving targets and the profits from high interest and an overvalued currency. (Erber, 2011, p.43-4 , our translation) Chernavsky (2007 Chernavsky ( , 2008 also suggested the high level of Selic relates to a convention that has been established by the BCB and public debt holders, seeking to obtain the highest payoffs possible.
In this context, self-referencing logic -rather than economic fundamentals -is the basis for determining Selic.
Finally, as pointed out by Stiglitz (2008) , monetary policy-making has historically been subject to "fads and fashions". In Keynesian terms, we may properly say that anti-inflationary policy has been marked by different conventions according to which a specific monetary regime is seen as the best one and offers a simple way -the use of a single instrument -to control inflation.
In fact, the history of monetary regimes has three paradigmatic moments. None of those regimes is rooted in solid theoretical grounds or robust empirical evidence.
Nevertheless, they all represent, at their turn, a socially shared belief as to the correct way of conducting monetary policy. In Stiglitz's view:
[t]he World's central bankers are a close-knit club, given to fads and fashions. In the early 1980's, they fell under the spell of monetarism, a simplistic economic theory promoted by Milton Friedman.
After monetarism was discredited -at great cost to those countries that succumbed to it -the quest began for a new mantra. The answer came in the form of "inflation targeting," which says that whenever price growth exceeds a target level, interest rates should be raised. This crude recipe is based on little economic theory or empirical evidence; there is no reason to expect that regardless of the source of inflation, the best response is to increase interest rates. One hopes that most countries will have the good sense not to implement inflation targeting; my sympathies go to the unfortunate citizens of those that do. Among the list of those who have officially adopted inflation targeting [is] Brazil. (Stiglitz, 2008) 
-The Taylor Rule: a Brief Review
A keystone of the New Consensus on Monetary Policy, the Taylor rule holds that central banks should determine interest rates aiming at achieving an (explicit or implicit) inflation target and keeping GDP growth rate near is potential level. NCMP represents the new conventional way of understanding the macroeconomic phenomena and thus offers the new conventional way of dealing with macroeconomic issues (e.g. inflation and unemployment) (Blinder, 1981; 1997; Taylor, 2000; Allsopp e Vines, 2000; Romer, 2000) . It has emerged from the growing popularity of IT regime and the eventual acceptance that, even where such regime is not adopted, the main instrument of monetary policy still is the interest rate, and no longer the monetary aggregates of some decades ago, as proposed by Friedman's monetarism. Taylor (1993) 
Where: i t is Federal Funds rate; i is long-run equilibrium real interest rate;  t 1 is inflation rate (past year);  * is inflation target; and y t is percent deviation of GDP from its trend. Considering that the real GDP trend in the USA (between the first quarter of 1984 and the third quarter of 1992) was of 2.2%, with an inflation target of 2%, the author holds that equation (1) should show the following parameters:
According to equation (2), the FED Funds rate raises when: inflation increases above the (2% per year) target; and/or GDP rises above its trend (target). When both rates -inflation and GDP growthare equal to their respective targets, interest rate is maintained (by construction) at 4% p.y. (or 2% in real terms). A rise in inflation produces a (positive) response more than proportionate to interest:
higher inflation results in an amplified real interest rate. Taylor revealed he had chosen the coefficients of equation (2) (Goodfriend, 1987; Mankiw and Miron, 1991; Rudebusch, 1995; Thorton, 2004) .
According to orthodox theory, two of main reasons for the high degree of serial correlation in interest rates are: the fear that abrupt movements in interest may lead to crises in the financial markets (Goodfriend, 1991) ; and the uncertainty regarding the effects of interest rate variations (Sack, 2000) . In the first case, central banks act gradually in order to avoid a financial crisis resulting from an interest rate shock. In the second case, due to imperfect knowledge about the monetary policy transmission mechanism, central banks base their decisions on a sequential trial-and-error process that would smooth down interest rate movements. Clarida, Galí and Gertler (1999) proposed a major modification to Taylor's rule (1993) to incorporate that convention, by adding a smoothing term (or an autoregressive component) that may capture the relation between the (current) interest rate and its past values. Thus, the (current) interest rate equals its lagged value, plus a Taylor component, as represented in equations (3) and (4):
Replacing (3) by (4), we have:
Parameter  1 represents the degree of smoothing of interest rate changes. The higher is its value, the greater is the value of the interest rate inertia (or serial correlation). One should note that equation (5) refers to a more general formulation than Taylor's original proposition: if  1 = 0, equation (5) is reduced to equation (1). In this case, interest rate is adjusted immediately: there is no smoothing. In opposition, if  1  1, interest rate comes near a first-order autoregressive process. BCB's reaction function is similar to this case, as we will show in section 4. If  3 < 1 or  4 < 0, equation (5) is said to be destabilizing both inflation and the GDP (Clarida, Galí and Gertler, 2000) . In the first case, the central bank let real interest rate decline as inflation rises. In the second case, monetary policy is procyclical: a rise in GDP growth (in relation to its potential level) is accompanied by a drop in interest.
Equation (5) represents a forward-looking rule as opposed to Taylor's (1993) , which is backward-looking. According to (5), interest rate rises in response to a rise in inflation expectation ( E t 1   ) and in the expected output gap ( E t y 1  ). This formulation is more explicit in acknowledging the fact that lags in the transmission of monetary policy (Friedman, 1948) require central banks to adopt a prospective behavior. It is indeed a more general formulation, that allows monetary authorities for forming their expectations based on a wider set of information, and not just on the lagged values of the studied variable. However, this is not a substantial difference, as in the absence of a reliable antecedent indicator for inflation its lagged values may be a good proxy for future inflation.
Clarida, Galí and Gertler (1999) apply equation (5) to the USA economy over the period . Table 1 shows the values of the parameters estimated for two sub-samples, the pre-Volcker era (between the first quarter of 1960 and the second quarter of 1979), and the Volcker-Greenspan era (between the third quarter of 1979 and the fourth quarter of 1996). Clarida, Galí and Gertler (2000) conclude that in the era before Paul Volcker monetary policy was strongly accommodating. On average, the real interest rate declined as inflation expectations rose ( 3 = 0.83). In contrast, in the Volcker and Alan Greenspan era, FED adopted a clearly proactive attitude. On average, the real interest rate rose along with the inflation expectations ( 3 = 2.15).
The aforementioned articles are main references in a wide literature which, however, is not of specific interest in this paper. The volume organized by Taylor (1999) provides a good overview of the extensive literature (mostly orthodox) on the subject. Haight (2008) presents a Post Keynesian critique of what he correctly identifies as being the essence of Taylor rule -the proposition that interest rates should always be raised (reduced) proportionally more than a given rise (fall) in inflation rate. For a critical review on the Taylor rule (and the NCPM) literature, see Rochon (2006) .
Especially after the adoption of IT, estimates of Taylor rule were made for the Brazilian economy, amongst which the works undertaken by Figueiredo and Ferreira (2002) , Minella et al. (2002) , Favero and Giavazzi (2002) , Mendonça (2007) , Gonçalvez and Fenolio (2007) , and Modenesi (2011). 9 In brief, Brazilian literature provides strong evidence that BCB's interest rate policies follow a Taylor rule. Since the adoption of IT in mid-1999, BCB has been acting proactively in regard to inflation. There is strong evidence that a rise in inflation generates a more than proportional response from Selic: the coefficient of inflation gap is greater than the one verified in reviewed literature.
However, there is only weak evidence showing that BCB reacts counter-cyclically to the output gap, as it was expected. Only a few works have included this variable in their regressions. For instance, Minella et al. (2002) found that the output gap is not significant or does not have the expected sign. Gonçalvez and Fenolio (2007) and Modenesi (2011) , in their turn, showed that BCB reacts to output gap: although the corresponding coefficient has the expected sign it is not strongly statistically significant. There is also evidence that the equilibrium interest rate is quite high and that BCB has been practicing a high degree of interest rate smoothing. However, the reviewed literature presents one major empirical problem: most papers use very small samples, ranging from (only) 28 to 71 observations 10 , which definitely reduces the robustness of the results. (2004) proposes a modification to Taylor rule by including the exchange rate -proposed by Ball (2000) -in a paper where he evaluates the Brazilian economy's pass through after the January 1999 devaluation. On the importance of the exchange rate to emerging economies that practice IT, see Mishkin (2000) . 10 Despite working with 71 observations, Mendonça (2007) includes the year 1999 in his sample. But including data of a period of transition between two different monetary regimes may have jeopardized the robustness of his results. As an exception, Modenesi (2011) works with a bigger sample (96 observations) that excludes the year 1999.
-A Modified Version of Taylor Rule for 11 years of Inflation Targeting (2000-2010)
-Data base, functional form, and unit root test
The adoption of IT in June 21, 1999, represented an important structural break, resulting in deep changes in the conduct of monetary policy, which until then had been based on an exchange rate targeting regime (Modenesi, 2005, chap. 4 and 5) . To enhance robustness, we excluded the first six months of IT adoption from our sample, which therefore covers the period from January, 2000, to December, 2010. Also, our sample contains 132 monthly observations, a number much higher than the average of observations contained the aforementioned works. Thus, our estimates are considerably robust.
With the purpose of evaluating BCB's behavior during the adoption of IT, we have estimated a backward-looking modified Taylor rule for the Brazilian economy. The term "modified" refers to an important innovation with respect to the reviewed literature: the inclusion of a proxy for international interest rate in the original equation, resulting in model (I): 
Where: i t is Selic rate (in month t); IPCA t1 is inflation (last 12 months before month t);
inflation target (last 12 months before month t); Ind t-1 is industrial output growth rate (last 12 months before month t), used as proxy for GDP;
Ind is potential industrial output growth rate (last 12 months before month t); and libor t is London interbank rate (in month t). All variables are in logarithmic form. Table 2 shows the results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF), DF-GLS, and KPSS tests.
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Given the well-known low power of unit root tests (Elder and Kennedy, 2001 ), we have performed three different tests to enhance robustness. In face of the provided set of evidence we will take all series as stationary (as found in the literature review) 13 . Table 3 shows the main results of the three variants of model (II). They differ only as to output gap lags (Dind): the first line shows its present value; the second line, its lagged value; and the last line, the second lag.
-Results
12 All tests have been made using the test equation with an intercept and without a trend. This choice is based on the observation of the graphics of the series, which does not present a clear trend (Elder and Kennedy, 2001) . 13 At a first sight the results may not appear very conclusive. Notwithstanding, for all variables, at least one of the performed tests indicates stationarity. Considering the usual low power of those tests we can accept that all series are stationary. Notes: Standard error in parentheses. * Significant at 1%. ** Significant at 5%. *** Significant at 10%. † Significant at 15%. Source: Authors' elaboration.
Amongst the three variants of this model, (II.2) has the best statistical properties. Particularly, the Breusch-Godfrey test for serial correlation of residuals (LM) is more favorable to model (II.2) than to (II.3) (Table 4) . Therefore, for analytical purpose, we have chosen model (II.2), hereafter simply referred to as simply "the model". It represents BCB's behavior quite fairly. Such high adherence results from a high adjusted R 2 (0.99), which was also found in the reviewed literature (between 0.92 and 0.98). As we have used a sample and an equation considerably different from the ones adopted in the reviewed literature, the results we have produced are also different. The main difference concerns the degree of inertia of interest rate changes, which is extremely high. As seen in (item 3.2), interest rate inertia is measured by the weight of the parameters of autoregressive component(s). In the estimated model, the sum of the coefficients of both autoregressive terms is around 1 ( 1 +  2 = 0.97), meaning a very high degree of interest rate autocorrelation. In the reviewed literature, the weight of the autoregressive component(s) is lower, ranging from 0.72 to 0.92.
A high degree of interest smoothing means reduced sensibility to the state of domestic economy. In other words, when setting Selic, BCB barely takes into account inflation (Dipca) and output (Dind) gaps. Intuitively, one can realize that, even in the face of a significant drop in inflation and/or a drastic slowing down of the economy, BCB acts very gradually, reducing interest much too slowly and by much too little.
The insensitiveness of BCB gets more serious when it comes to the output gap. As found in the literature review, BCB seems not to pay much attention to it: output gap coefficient is statistically significant only at 15% percent level of significance and has very low magnitude ( 5 = 0.316). The sensitiveness of BCB to inflation gap ( 5 = 0.796) is highly statistically significant (at 1%). Similar results have also been achieved by Modenesi (2011) . The novelty presented here is the evidence that BCB reacts to foreign interest rate when setting the basic interest rate. Libor coefficient presents relatively high magnitude ( 6 = 0.843) and is statistically significant at 10% level of significance.
Finally, as long as the estimated model refers to variables in logarithm, the constant obtained above is meaningless. Howsoever, through a simple algebraic manipulation we can obtain what we call pure domestic equilibrium interest rate. The constant term is positive and high ( 3 = 10.07) -a result also found in the reviewed articles -, showing a very high level of what we define as the pure domestic equilibrium interest rate. As mentioned before, the usual interpretation of the constant term does not directly apply here: this level is lower than the one obtained in the reviewed studies, because we have controlled for foreign interest rates (see Section 5 for more details). The constant term high magnitude is a fundamental sign of conservatism that marks monetary policy in Brazil.
-The Pro-Conservatism Convention in Monetary Policy
Although one cannot really prove the existence of a convention, the evidence presented in section 4 might support the thesis according to which Selic setting is based on a pro-conservative convention, and might as well support the conclusion that monetary policy is marked by excessive conservatism. Evidence shows that BCB sets Selic based on a Taylor rule, aligned with NCMP. In addition, BCB's reaction function presents three distinctive features: 1) a high weight of autoregressive components; 2) a high level of pure domestic equilibrium rate, which must be added to the external component; meaning that BCB sets Selic aiming at maintaining 3) a very high differential between domestic and foreign interest rates.
As proposed by Nakano (2006) , BCB strictly follows a Taylor rule, a key element of the proconservative convention endorsing high interest rates in Brazil (Item 2.2). The adoption of Taylor rule "ties the hands" of BCB as it targets no other variable than inflation. Additionally, interest rate is considered the only instrument that should be used to maintain price stability. Consequently, the complexity of inflation dynamics is put aside: inflation is conventionally considered a demand phenomenon -always and everywhere, as proposed by Friedman (1968) . Besides that, BCB's reaction function parameters are quite singular. For instance, they differ significantly from the ones estimated for the US by Clarida, Galí and Gertler (1999) .
The first distinctive parameter implies that BCB has stretched much too far the orthodox convention that interest movements should be gradual. It has practiced smoothing to an extremely To say that BCB conducts monetary policy based on the orthodox convention that interest rate movements should be smooth is nothing new. The agency openly defends this position and BCB's conservatism is of public domain. For instance, its former chairman declared that: "[the] most prudent attitude seems indeed to adjust the variables more gradually than if there were absolute certainty regarding the economy and its parameters" and, as a consequence, "gradualism minimizes the chances of monetary policy undergoing sudden reversion" (Meireles Apud Ribeiro, 2008) . What does surprise is BCB's degree of conservatism. The evidence shows us a central bank that is extremely loath to make any movements -however small -in the interest rate. BCB virtually does not take the state of domestic economy into account. In short, changes in interest only happen in an excessively gradual pace (accordingly to Nakano, 2006) .
The high inertia of Selic can also be seen in The third distinct estimated parameter implies that, when setting Selic, BCB aims at keeping the interest rate differential around 10 p.p. with respect to international interest rate (measured by Libor). Other simulations can also illustrate the high level of pure domestic equilibrium rate -as well as the relevance BCB holds to the external component. Supposing that both inflation and output gaps and also Libor equal zero (Dipca = Dind = libor = 0, for all t), Selic converges to 10.1%, ceteris paribus (dashed line in Graph 1). Alternatively, when both inflation and output gaps equals zero and if libor equals 4.0% (Dipca = Dind = 0 and libor = 4%, for all t), Selic converges to 13.8%, ceteris paribus (solid black line). For instance, to achieve the (average) level of interest rates set in developing countries during the analyzed period, around 6.0% p.y., a permanent and drastic deflation of 9,5% would be needed, ceteris paribus (i.e., Dipca = -9.5%, for all t, given the actual behavior of 15 The simulations presented here assume the constancy of all relevant parameters of BCB's reaction function (model II.2).They do not constitute a model for forecasting Selic. From now on, the terms Selic, Dind, Dipca and libor refer to the level and not to the logarithmic form. Briefly, one may say that, as long as the pro-conservative convention prevails, Selic rate will hardly be reduced in a satisfactory way. Massive and chronic deflation or recession would be needed if Selic were to reach a reasonable level.
It is worth to mention that our results contradict the current widespread idea that the Brazilian equilibrium interest rate has experienced a sharp decline recently (especially after 2008). According to our model, the reduction of Selic reflects to a great extent the abnormal decline of foreign interest rates that followed the subprime crisis. The pure domestic equilibrium interest rate remains stable and very high. The external component varies systematically according to Bank of England's decisions. Remind that amongst the non-autoregressive terms the libor-elasticity of Selic is the greater. This means that BCB reacts more intensively to changes in foreign interest rates than to changes in output and inflation gaps. Indeed, Graph 2 shows that recent cuts in Selic can be attributed to a great extent to the decline in foreign interest rates -keeping the spread between them roughly constant. Consequently, one can expect that if the international interest rate converges to their normal levels, BCB will accordingly raise Selic, ceteris paribus.
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As a matter of fact, maintaining a high differential between domestic and foreign interest rates has been BCB's main instrument to ensure price stabilization since the adoption of IT, with two main implications: it has stimulated large inflows of foreign capital, which finance the balance of payments, and has been one of the main causes of the overvalued real (Bresser-Pereira, 2010a , 2010b . As pointed out by Erber (2011) the overvaluation of Real is the flip side of the coin -that has Selic high level (item 2.2) on the other side. Also, it has been a crucial element of the proconservative convention supporting BCB's conduct. Indeed, the overvaluation of real has played a 16 We do not argue that if and when foreign interest rates return to their normal levels Selic will eventually converge to its average. Evidence shows that BCB has changed its policy in President Dilma's term, which has begun in January, 2011. For instance, BCB uses other instruments besides Selic, especially the use of credit control. At the same time policy mix also seems to have changed. 
-Conclusion
The present study reinforces and expands the results achieved by Modenesi (2011) , with the novelty that evidence shows that BCB reacts to foreign interest rates when setting Selic. This means that BCB has reduced autonomy when setting its rate. In this sense, Selic is endogenous not only to domestic conditions (inflation and output gaps), but also to foreign interest rate (measured by Libor).
Summing up, our results might corroborate the argument that BCB policy is ruled by a proconservative convention substantiated in the adoption of a Taylor rule with three distinctive features:
1) high degree of interest rate smoothness; 2) high pure domestic equilibrium interest rate; and 3) high interest rate differential. Items (2) and (3) largely explain the overvaluation of real, a key element to ensure price stabilization in Brazil during the analyzed period.
Our results also seem to contradict the current widespread idea that Brazilian equilibrium interest rate has recently experienced a sharp decline. Accordingly, Selic cuts may be mostly a reflection of the abnormal decline of foreign interest rates that followed the subprime crisis. In other words, according to our model, the argument that the decline in the basic interest rate results from 
